Are artificial chemicals (pesticides, patent medicines or drugs, preservatives,
GMO tinkering, xeno‐estrogens etc.) the biggest scams ever perpetrated on
humans? How much cruelty to babies, children, the sick goes unrecognized?
Manmade chemicals are goldmines for some but landmines for those needing
healing and wholeness. Navigating a path between the healing powers God
put in the organic chemistry of nature vs. manmade chemicals is tricky even
for those who know the differences, and most don’t. We must get this right!

Truth and Consequences
A study in discernment by Jim LeBeau
All those on the side of truth hear My voice” John 18:37
When Einstein discovered everything was energy (E=MC² 1905) American medicine
abandoned energy medicine (naturopathy‐homeopathy) for artificial chemicals. Natural
or energy medicine using things made by God such as oxygen and fresh air; clean water;
foods; fasting; prayer; herbs; sunshine; exercise etc., was abandoned. By 1945 the use of
natural medicines to treat disease was labeled “quackery” by the head of the American
Medical Association, Morris Fishbein, even while Congress was investigating a natural
cancer cure used successfully by Max Gerson M.D. What does God know about healing?
Mr. Fishbein declared “there is no relationship between diet and disease”. Since then
doctors using natural medicines have been labeled “quacks”, ostracized, and worse.
By 1968 so much evidence had accumulated from studies in clinics and universities
proving a relationship between diet and disease that medical school professor Emanuel
Cheraskin M.D. with two other doctors wrote a breakthrough book titled DIET AND
DISEASE. By the 1990s hundreds of thousands of studies had been catalogued into the
National Library of Medicine now freely accessible to every American. Yet today a doctor
cannot legally prescribe an apple or tart cherry or lemon to “treat, mitigate, cure, or
prevent disease”. Healing is legally reserved for patent medicines not found in nature.
Truth and consequences ‐ as American medicine was giving up on creation and God,
mothers were encouraged to give up on mother’s milk in favor of “formula” and bottles.
What does God know about feeding a baby? About the same time American agriculture
gave up chemical free ways of growing food in exchange for pesticides, genetic tinkering
(GMO), and NPK fertilizers missing key trace elements. What does God know about soil

and food? The onslaught of manmade chemicals in every dimension of life has led to the
Environmental Working Group (in studies with the Red Cross) finding detectable levels of
200+ manmade chemicals in umbilical cord blood of newborn babies (www.EWG.org).
The onslaught of artificial chemicals is linked in some studies to the autism epidemic. Also
linked to autism are GMO foods and excessive vaccinations of newborns before immune
systems are strong enough to handle the injected toxicity. On a related issue pesticides
and herbicides mimicking estrogen (xeno‐estrogens) are disrupting hormone balances in
animals and humans leading to aberrations in sex organ development and unnatural
sexual behavior. Hormones have powerful control over both biology and behavior.
The evidence piles up that the more we stray from God’s ways of life the more we pay
(Deuteronomy30: 19‐20). On a slippery slope down we have experienced ever increasing
rates of chronic disease at younger ages ‐ obesity, diabetes, cancer, mental disorders,
ADHD etc., along with increased homosexuality and mass killings by the mentally
disturbed on psychiatric drugs. What did we expect in abandoning God’s ways of life?
More consequences ‐ on a slippery slope down truth is easily mangled along with the
chemistry. A course correction becomes ever more problematic as good technologies rise
to meet the needs of bodies and lives damaged by bad technologies. Distinguishing good
from bad is confusing as more people have good reason to thank God for the “miracles of
modern medicine”. Someone who received an organ transplant or pacemaker or life‐
saving surgery is more likely to be thankful for human genius than to thank God for an
apple, carrot, yogurt, raw milk from a healthy grass fed cow, green salads, or clean
agriculture. It’s easy to forget foundational things. Reasons to trust God take a back seat
to praise for “progress” in food, agriculture, and medicine. In church it’s “praise God” but
in real life it’s praise man even though no human being has ever made one living thing.
Concurrent to the above is a TV dominated news culture while few churches teach the
seven major differences between a natural and an artificial chemical. Money and media
power rule. From a drug company point of view all is well. Natural approaches to healing
are the competition. Call it “quackery”. Few learn about the Natural Library of Medicine
with millions of studies documenting the power of things made by God to “treat, cure,
and prevent disease”. Doctors are caught between the law and their consciences as
patients tell stories of healing miracles from food, herbs, keto fasts, antioxidants,
mitochondrial enhancement, phytonutrients to suppress inflammation; superfoods etc.

Do baby doctors know the proven blessings of mother’s milk for both mother and baby?
Do genetic modification (GMO) proponents really think toxic GMO food growing systems
are the only way to feed a hungry world? Jesus said “With God all things are possible” ‐
but who pays attention to Him?
The ultimate consequences of ignoring God’s ways of life are obvious, yet many sleep
soundly as dark storm clouds gather. When the physically and mentally disabled become
the majority, will there be an awakening? How many chronically sick, autistic, and
mentally disturbed can a country or planet tolerate?

A change of course – the ABC of healing
Failure of mainstream Christianity to teach the truths below will mean more lives
damaged by ignorance and indifference, the very young and very old suffering most.
A – Get it right from birth on because every life deserves a good start. Respect for the
sanctity of the mother‐infant relationship is the beginning. Who is teaching God’s plan for
making healthy babies? Shouldn’t a church teach something so basic since God cares so
much? Get it right from ground up because healthy babyhood depends on moms and
dads with bloodstreams relatively free of toxicity from agricultural chemicals, food
adulterations, and other sources of toxicity hurting them and their babies. Whether
poisons come from air, water, food, drugs, or hair shampoo – the damage is the same
passed down degeneration by degeneration.
Among human institutions only churches have truth so powerful that “Every plant not
planted by My Father will be pulled out by the roots” Matt 15:13. Saving truth must
include the differences listed below between a natural and artificial chemical. Our human
brains are not better at the chemistry of life than our Creator. The harm done by failure to
teach this goes beyond bodies and is beyond measure. It goes to the heart of mercy and
kindness and what Jesus taught about God’s love in providing for our needs so we might
enjoy “life more abundantly” John 10:10. The differences between a natural and artificial
chemical are…
1. The Source – natural chemistry of life on land or in sea is made by God. Patent
medicines (artificial chemicals, drugs, pesticides etc.) are made by humans in a lab.
2. The Chemistry – natural chemicals fit cell membrane receptor sites with “key fits
lock” precision. Examples are thousands of enzyme systems (the “stuff of life”); B

vitamins so cells can produce heat and energy; hormones that run the show; endo‐
cannabinoids from hemp etc. Try hard jamming the wrong key into a lock over and
over and you will appreciate the “side effects” of manmade chemicals.
3. The legal – natural chemicals in foods and herbs cannot be patented. They have
been around since the beginning and are not unique. Artificial chemicals are “new”
and can therefore be patented for exclusive sales rights and drug company profits.
4. The purpose – one was created with love to support human health from cradle into
old age Matthew 6:32. Artificial chemicals are made mostly to make money.
5. The fruits – God’s chemicals provide foundational support for all body systems and
the wholeness of life. Patent medicines have so many side effects it takes a book
with 1700+ pages of fine print to list them all, Physician’s Desk Reference or PDR.
6. The scripture – over and over our Bibles praise God for His care in creation. For
specific quotes see various documents free to download at www.phpower.org.
7. The science – cellular biology, epigenetics, epidemiology, nutrition, millions of
studies in the National Library of Medicine (http://www.pubmed.gov) all support
the powers of natural medicines to cool inflammation; quench free radicals; boost
cell energy; slow down aging; do all things God created them for with love.
B – Identify a standard for truth ‐ to be credible this must include both scripture and the
basic sciences listed above. Cellular biology opens the door to epigenetics and “key that
fits lock” wonders. We were created to be masters not victims of our genes. Important
references besides those listed above: Biology of Belief by Bruce Lipton Ph.D.; Blue Zones
study by National Geographic; books and foundations honoring Weston Price D.D.S.
C ‐ honor Christ the “Author of life” Acts 3:15; “By Him all things were made” John 1:3.
Jesus said “I am the truth”. Whether this shines a TRUE LIGHT with power to heal errors
of thought depends on how important truth and consequences are to you and me today.
ABC – truth for the best on earth “as it is in heaven”
Honor responsible human technology when it helps and for what it is good at. Trust
doctors for what they are good at. Honor and trust God for what He is good at ‐ the
CHEMISTRY OF LIFE! Teach the difference. Who, reading this, will get the significance of
such simple truth and make copies to share with others so life can work better for
everyone wishing to honor a commandment to love others as we love ourselves?

